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MANAGING IT IS A CHALLENGE

With time IT infrastructure all too often ends in a blur.

This unrightfully challenges IT individuals by endless unpredictability.
Digitalization & platform transformation

Resource constraints

New possibilities & new demands

Cost reduction

Risk management & mitigation

Compliance & legislation

External & internal IT interaction

Cybersecurity & vulnerability
An overview of most servers that’s current for a while

Countless hours of work

Continuous scanning

Effective visualization

On-going, automated process

An always current, comprehensive view of all servers split by application groups
AUTOMATIC
Scanning and inventorying of IT assets & applications

CONTINUOUS
Scanning and classification to take control and stay in control

AGENTLESS
Architecture for a zero-touch deployment

EASY
Deployment with virtually no manual effort
KMD INSIGHT INFRASTRUCTURE
INVENTORY BY APPLICATION CLUSTER
KMD INSIGHT INFRASTRUCTURE
A FEW KEY FEATURES

Complete infrastructure dependency map

Overview of technical debt

Overview of Application landscape

Risk impact mapping

Time based anomaly patterns

Access map (possible security threats)
KMD INSIGHT INFRASTRUCTURE
GETTING STARTED

CORE INSIGHT
Technical Depth
Risk & SLA
Inventory
Shadow IT
Geo location
... and much more

GOVERNANCE & COMPLIANCE
Desired state
Change tracking
Cyber Security
Dead IT removal

INSTALLATION
2 min. setup process

PROCESS & UTILIZATION
Resource usage
Process flows
Application mapping
Dependency tracking
Cost reduction

NOW
10 MIN
2 WEEKS
1 MONTH
2+ MONTHS
KEY CUSTOMER PAINS:
- Successful cloud migration and adoption
- Improve cybersecurity defense
- Optimize IT Platform Cost
- Improve application performance and responsiveness
- Map IT processes
- Ease IT auditing
- Reduce risk of IT failure
- IT hosting vendor management

KEY STAKEHOLDERS:
- CIO
- IT manager
- Head of IT operations
- Chief architect
- Finance Manager

KEY SELLING POINTS:
- Effortless insights into IT infrastructure
- Automatic mapping of applications across different servers
- Full insight into system interdependencies
- Empowering you to save critical resources

KEY CUSTOMERS: All sectors – (Now 40+ customers in both public and private installed in Denmark)

PRIZE: Affordable SaaS solution, only 10 € pr. server pr. month
KMD IT INFRASTRUCTURE:

WE EMPOWER YOU TO HANDLE THE TRUTH

More information? Please contact:

Hans Henrik Dahl Børgesen
Advisory Director
Data, IM & Analytics
Lauritzens Plads 1,
DK-9000 Aalborg
E-mail hdr@kmd.dk
www.kmd.dk
+45 4460 4349
+45 6198 2848